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Abstract—Membrane Computing is a new paradigms inspired
from cellular communication. We use in this paper the computa-
tional devices called P systems to calculate in a general maximally
parallel manner the homology groups of binary 2D images. So,
the computational time to calculate this homology information
only depends on the thickness of them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Natural Computing studies new computational paradigm
inspired from Nature. It abstracts the way in which Nature
“computes”, conceiving new computing models. There are
several fields in Natural Computing that are now well es-
tablished. Among them, Genetic Algorithms introduced by
J. Holland[13] which is inspired by natural evolution and
selection in order to find an optimal solution in a large set
of feasible candidate solutions; Neural Networks introduced
by W.S. McCulloch and W. Pitts[14] which is based on
the interconnections of neurons in the brain; or DNA-based
molecular computing, that was initiated when L. Adleman[1]
published a solution to an instance of the Hamiltonian path
problem by manipulating DNA strands in a lab.
Membrane Computing[19] is a new field in Natural Com-
puting that is originated from the assumption that the processes
taking place within the compartmental structure of a living cell
can be interpreted as computations. In particular, we focus on
membranes, which are involved in many reactions taking place
inside various compartments of a cell. Biological membranes
are much more than mere barriers that define compartments.
They act as selective channels of communication between
different compartments as well as between the cell and its
environment[2].
The computational devices in Membrane Computing are
called P systems. Roughly speaking, a P system consists of
a membrane structure, in the compartments of which one
place multisets of objects which evolve according to given
rules in a synchronous non-deterministic maximally parallel
manner. Since the seminal paper [18], different models of P
systems have been studied. According to their architecture,
these models can be split into two sets: cell-like P systems
and tissue-like P systems[23], [4]. In cell-like P systems,
membranes are hierarchically arranged in a tree-like structure.
The inspiration for such architecture is the set of vesicles
inside the cell. All of them perform their biological processes
in parallel and life is the consequence of the harmonious
conjunction of such processes.
We work here with basic P system. This election is doubt
these models appeared before to tissue-like P systems, and it
is not necessary to use a dynamical membrane structure.
Homology theory is a branch of algebraic topology that
attempts to distinguish between spaces by constructing al-
gebraic invariants that reflect the connectivity properties of
the space. The field has it origins in the work of Poincar´e.
Homology groups (related to the “different” n-dimensional
holes -connected component, tunnels, cavities,...- a geometric
object has) are invariants from Algebraic Topology which
are frequently used in Digital Image Analysis and Structural
Pattern Recognition. In some sort, they reflects the topological
nature of the object in terms of the number and characteristics
of its holes. In a binary 2D image, the computation of
homology groups can be reduced to a process of black and
white connected components labeling. The different black
connected components are the generators of the 0-dimensional
homology group of the “black” part of the image whereas
the closed “black” curves surrounding the different white
connected components of the image are the generators of its
1-dimensional homology group.
J. Chao and J. Nakayama connected Natural Computing
and Algebraic Topology using Neural Networks[3] (extended
Kohonen mapping). We begin in this paper a new research
line. We use, by first time, the power and efficiency of P
systems[11], [21], [10] to calculate the homology groups to
binary 2D images. The parallelism is massive in this model,
so the time used to obtain the homology groups not depends
of the number of connected components or the number of the
holes, but only depends of the thickness of them.
The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we
present the definition of basic P systems with input. In Section
III, we design two systems to calculate H0 and H1 of any 2D
image (n × n) and present an specific 8 × 8 image to show
how these systems work. Finally, some conclusions and future
work are given in the last section.
II. FORMAL FRAMEWORK
We will present a description, detailed but informal, of a
model of Cellular Computation with Membranes introduced
by Gh. Păun in [18]: basic P systems.
A P system has, basically, a set of membrane, organized
by a membrane structure than can be viewed as a rooted
tree. There exists a skin membrane (root) containing all the
others membranes inside it and separating the system of the
environment. Moreover, the membranes that not contain others
membranes inside it are called elemental membranes (leaves
of the tree). The regions delimited by the membranes (i.e.,
the space between a membrane and inside membranes to it, if
there exist someone) can contain some objects that can appear
repeatedly. By means of application of specific evolution rules
associated to membranes, these objects can be transformed in
others, and these can go of one regions to other adjacent one
crossing the membrane between them.
Following this idea we begin to define a membrane struc-
ture, , as a element of MS set defined by recursion as
follows:
1) [ ] ∈MS.
2) If 1, . . . , k ∈ MS (con k ≥ 1), then [1 . . . k] ∈
MS.
Each pair of coincident brackets appearing in  is called
membrane. The pair of external brackets is called skin mem-
brane. We call elemental membranes to the pair of brackets
without others brackets inside it. The grade of  is the number
of membranes containing is .
Let two membranes be, m1 and m2 of , such as the second
one is contained in the first (m2 ⊂ m1). If there not exists any
membrane m′ contained in m1 and containing to m2 (m2 ⊂
m′ ⊂ m1) then these membranes are adjacent. In this case,
we can say m1 is the father membrane of m2, and m2 is the
daughter membrane of m1.
In the following, we informally present the sintaxis of the
basic model of cellular computation with membranes.
A basic P system of grade q ≥ 1 is a tuple
Π = (Γ, ,ℳ1, . . . ,ℳq, (R1, 1), . . . , (Rq, q), oPi)
where:
∙ Γ is a finite alphabet, whose elements are called objects.
∙  is a membrane structure. The membranes are labeled
using natural numbers from 1 to q (it means  contain
exactly q membranes identify by its label).
∙ ℳi is a finite multiset over Γ associate to membrane of
the system with label i ∈ ℕ, for each i = 1, . . . , q.
∙ Ri is a finite set of evolution rules associate to the mem-
brane of the system labeled by i, for each i = 1, . . . , q. An
evolution rule is a pair (u, v), normally represented u→
v, where u is a string over Γ and v = v′ or v = v′, being
v′ a string over Γ× ({ℎere, out} ∪ {ini : i = 1, . . . , q}).
The length of the string is called radio of this rule.
∙ i is a strict partial order over Ri, for each i = 1, . . . , q,
establishing a priority relation between rules of Ri.
∙ omemb is a natural number between 1 and q indicating
the output membrane of the system.
A basic P system with input of grade q ≥ 1 is a tuple
(Π,Σ, iPi), where:
∙ Π is a basic P system with working alphabet Γ, with
q membranes labeled by 1, . . . , q and initial associated
multisets ℳ1, . . . ,ℳq , respectively.
∙ Σ is an (input) alphabet strictly contained in Γ.
∙ ℳi is a multiset over alphabet Γ ∖ Σ, for each i =
1, . . . , q.
∙ iPi is the label of a distinguished membrane representing
the input membrane.
To describe the semantic of the model it is previously
introduce the concept of configuration of the system, and the
notion of computation of the same.
A configuration of a basic P system Π = (Γ, ,ℳ1, . . . ,
ℳq, (R1, 1), . . . , (Rq, q),m) is a tuple (′,Mi1 , . . . ,Mit)
such as:
∙ ′ is the membrane structure obtained from  when some
membranes different to those labeled by i1, . . . , it are
eliminated. Skin membrane can not be eliminated.
∙ Mij is a finite multiset over Γ, for each j = 1, . . . , t.
The initial configuration of the basic P system, Π =
(Γ, ,ℳ1, . . . ,ℳq, (R1, 1), . . . , (Rq, q),m), is the tuple
(,ℳ1, . . . ,ℳq).
Let (Π,Σ, iPi) be a basic P system with input. Let Γ,  and
ℳ1, . . . ,ℳq be the working alphabet, the membrane structure
and the initial multisets of Π. Let m be a multiset over the
input alphabet Σ. Then the initial configuration of the system
with input m is (,ℳ1, . . . ,ℳiΠ +m, . . . ,ℳq).
The application of a rule u→ v associated to a membrane
with label i presented in a configuration is realized as follows:
the objects in u are eliminated of the membrane with label
i (then, this membrane must contain suffer objects in each
membrane to apply this rule); then, for each pair (s, out) ∈ v
an object s ∈ Γ is included in the father membrane of i (or
it leaves the system if i is the skin); for each (s, ℎere) ∈ v
an object s ∈ Γ is added to the membrane i; for each pair
(s, inj) ∈ v an object s ∈ Γ is introduced in the membrane
j (if the membrane j is not a daughter membrane of i, then
the rule can not be applied); at the end, if  ∈ v, then the
membrane i is dissolved; i.e., it is eliminated of the membrane
structure, passing its objects to the first ascendent membrane
not dissolve (the skin can not be dissolved).
In the other way, we interpret the priority relation between
rules in a strong sense: this relation forbid the application of
a rule if it can be applied other with bigger priority.
Given two configurations, C y C ′, of Π, we call that C ′ is
obtained from C in a transition step, C ⇒
Π
C ′, if the second
is the result by applying the first, in parallel (simultaneously),
and for all membranes at the same time, a maximal subset of
evolution rules associated to the membranes that they appear in
the membrane structure of C. In this multiset is indicated the
number of times that each rule is applied. This subset must be
maximal, in the sense, when the application of rules is ended
any object that can evolve and activate a rule not appear in any
membrane of the system. Bearing in mind, for a configuration,
usually there exist more than one multiset of applicable rules,
the transition step are realized in a non deterministic manner;
i.e., a configuration of the system can have more than one
following configuration.
A computation C of Π is a succession (finite or infinite) of
configurations, {Ci}i<r, such as
∙ C0 is the (or a) initial configuration of Π.
∙ Ci ⇒Π Ci+1, for all i < r − 1.
∙ Or r ∈ ℕ+ (i.e., is a natural number distinct of zero) and
there not exists any rule that it can apply in any membrane
of Cr−1 (in this case C is an stopped computation, and
it has realized ∣C∣ = r − 1 steps and Cr−1 is its stopped
configuration), or r =∞ (in this case C is not an stopped
computation).
We say a computation C is successful if it is a stopped
computation and the output membrane oΠ appear in Cr−1 as
an elemental membrane.
Given a successful computation of Π, the output of this
computation is codified by the content of the output mem-
brane; so, for example, it could define the output of this
computation as the size of the associated multiset to the output
membrane of the system in its stopped configuration. Then, a
basic P system is a machine that it generate the set of natural
numbers, N(Π), forming by the output of the all successful
computations of this system.
III. CALCULATING HOMOLOGY GROUPS
Homology is a powerful topological invariant, which char-
acterizes an object by its p-dimensional holes. Intuitively the
0-dimensional holes can be seen as connected components, 1-
dimensional holes can be seen as tunnels and 2-dimensional
holes as cavities. For example, the torus contains one 0-
dimensional hole, two 1-dimensional holes (each of them are
an edge cycle) and one 2-dimensional hole (the cavity enclosed
by the entire surface of the torus).
In the following, we will try to calculate homology groups,
H0 and H1, to a 2D digital images. So, we can codify the
images with multiple pixels forming a network of points of
ℕ2. Moreover, we will suppose each pixel has associated one
of the two possible colors, black and white. Then, the black or
white pixel in the position (i, j) can be codified by the object
Bij or Wij .
H0 is given by the number of connected components formed
by the black pixels and H1 is given by the number of the
holes created by the black pixels; i.e., the number of connected
components of white pixels surrounded by black pixels. But,
there exists a previous problem when we want to calculate the
homology groups to a 2D image: the adjacency concept. There
exists two natural definitions: 4-adjacency and 8-adjacency. In
the first we consider a pixel Kij (where K = B∨K = W ), the
list of adjacent pixels to this is {Kij−1,Kij+1,Ki−1j ,Ki+1j}
i.e.; the adjacent pixels to any pixel Ki,j are just up, down,




In the second we consider the pixel Kij (where K =
B ∨ K = W ), the list of adjacent pixels to this is
{Ki−1j−1,Ki−1j ,Ki−1j+1,Kij−1,Kij+1, Ki+1j−1,Ki+1j ,
Ki+1j+1} i.e.; the adjacent pixels to a any pixel Ki,j are just
up, down, right and left of this and, moreover, we consider
the diagonal objects, such we can observe in the following:
We will consider to work in this paper with 4-adjacency,
because from a computational point of view is easier to work
with 8-adjacency.
Then, we can consider the black graph associated to the
image, GB = (V,E), where the vertices are formed by the
black pixels and there exists an edge between two black pixels
if they are adjacent.
So, from this point we just can try to solve our problem: to
obtain the homology groups of a 2D image.
A. A P system to obtain H0
In this point, we want to know the number of connected
components formed with the black pixels. So, for each image
with n2 pixels (n ∈ ℕ) we will construct a basic P system
where we will have three types of elements: Bij codifying
the black pixels, Wij codifying the white pixels and Gij . For
each Gij that appear in the system is sent to the environment
one object C. The number of objects C that appear in the
environment when the system stop is the number of connected
components.
Next, we present a family of basic P system where at the
initial configuration has one membrane. We shall address the
resolution via an parallel algorithm, which consists in the
following:
By the rules of the system we work which each connected
components at the same time. We will reduce each one to a
only one object Gij .
For each n ∈ ℕ we will consider the basic P system
Π0(n) = (Γ,Σ, ,ℳ0,ℳ1, (R0, 0), (R1, 1), iΠ, oΠ)
defined as follows
a) Γ = Σ ∪ {Gij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} ∪ {C},
b) Σ = {Bij ,Wij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n},
c)  = [[]1]0,
d) M0 = ∅, M1 = {Wij : (i = 0 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n) ∨ (i =
n + 1 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n) ∨ (j = 0 ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n) ∨ (j =
n+ 1 ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n)},









where K = B or K = W . There exists 8 rules
of this type depending the position of the black
Fig. 1. Cutting branches of two black connected components
pixels (up, down, left and right) and the value of K.
Formally, one of these rules is written as follows:
Wi−1jWij−1BijWij+1Ki+1j−1Bi+1jBi+1j+1 →
Wi−1jWij−1WijWij+1Ki+1j−1Bi+1jBi+1j+1









There exists 2 rules of this type depending the
position of the white pixel in the center line respect
to two black pixels (left and right). Formally, one
of these rules is written as follows:
Wi−1jWij−1BijWij+1Wi+1jBi+1jWi+1j+1 →
Wi−1jWij−1WijWij+1Wi+1jBi+1jWi+1j+1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The two first types of rules eliminate the black
pixels connected to other black pixel which is a
cutting vertex of the GB as we can see in the Figure
1.
Fig. 2. Reducing black connected components with rules of types 5 to 8.
The rules of types from 3 to 7 are used to reduce the
dimensions of the black connected components with
white pixels inside them, as we can see in Figure 2
where we have colored pixels used by these types










There exists 4 rules of this type depending the
position of the black pixel (up, down, left and right).
Formally, one of these rules is written as follows:
Wi−1jWij−1BijBij+1Bi+1jBi+1j+1 →
Wi−1jWij−1WijBij+1Bi+1jBi+1j+1
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1.
4)
W
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There exists 4 rules of this type depending of the
orientation of the black pixel. Formally, one of these





for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
5)
W W W
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There exists 8 rules of this type depending of the
orientation of the black pixel and the position of the
white pixel in the second line respect to the black




















for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1.
7)
W W
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Formally, this rule is written as follows:
Wi−1jWij−1BijWij+1Wi+1j →
Wi−1jWij−1GijWij+1Wi+1j
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1.
9) Gij →Wij(C, out) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. This first type
of rules sends an object C to the environment and
removes the object Gij and adds the object Wij to
the membrane of the system.
f) 0 = 1 = ∅,
g) iΠ = 1,
h) oΠ = 0.
Overview of the Computation:
Given an image as input data whose size is O(n2), it exists
a system of this family working in a parallel manner: First, it
eliminates branches of the black connected components that
appear in the image using as much 4 steps. For this, system
uses rules of type 1 and 2. Secondly, system reduces the size
of the black connected components from four directions: up,
down, left and right. System takes the rules of types 3 to
7 to realizes this task. For this, system needs a logarithmic
number of steps respecting to the size of the biggest black
connected component to reduce to a only one black pixel
each component. In fact, system can use these types of rules
in a parallel manner while the size of the black connected
components is big (even, it could take more than one rule of
each type in several computation step and it could be necessary
to use rules of type 1 and 2 again). Finally, it uses the rules of
type 8 to identify the connected component and rules of type 9
to send one object C for each component to the environment.
Complexity and Necessary Resources:
Taking account the size of the input data is O(n2), the
amount of necessary resources for defining the systems of our




Number of steps of a computation O(n)
Necessary Resources
Size of the alphabet 3n2 + 1
Initial number of cells 1
Initial number of objects 4n− 3
Number of rules O(n2)
Upper bound for the length of the rules 24
B. A P system to obtain H1
For each n ∈ ℕ we will consider the basic P system
Π1(n) = (Γ,Σ, ,ℳ0,ℳ1,ℳ2, (R0, 0), (R1, 1), (R1, 2),
iΠ, oΠ)
defined as follows
a) Γ = Σ ∪ {Gij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} ∪ {C},
b) Σ = {Bij ,Wij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n},
c)  = [[[]2]1]0,
d) M0 = M1 = ∅, M2 = {a1} ∪ {Pij : (i = 0 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤
n)∨(i = n+1∧1 ≤ j ≤ n)∨(j = 0∧1 ≤ i ≤ n)∨(j =
n+ 1 ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n)},
e) R0 = ∅, R1 is similar to the set of rules R1 in the
previous family of system but exchanging the white pixels


















The two first types of rules eliminate the black
pixels connected to other black pixel which is a





































The rules of types from 3 to 6 are used to reduce
the dimensions of the white connected components
with white pixels inside them
7)
B B
B W W B
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The rules of types from 3 to 7 are used to reduce
the dimensions of the white connected components









9) Gij → Bij(C, out) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. This first type
of rules sends an object C to the environment and
removes the object Gij and adds the object Bij to
the membrane of the system.
R2 is the following set of rules:
1)
ai → ai+1
for i = 1 . . . 5. It is a counter used to decide when
the membrane 2 is dissolved.
2)
PW → PP
There exists 4 rules of this type depending the white
pixel would be up, down, right or left of the pink
pixel. Formally, one of these rules is written as
follows:
PijWij+1 → PijPij+1
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
3)
a6 → 
When the object a6 appear in the membrane 2 this
dissolved the membrane and all the objects pass to
the membrane 1.
f) 0 = 1 = 2 = ∅,
g) iΠ = 2,
h) oΠ = 0.
Overview of a computation:
We use a P system to compute H1 of a digital image
in a similar way to compute H0. There exists a system of
this family working in a parallel manner: First, it takes the
white pixels not contained in black connected components
and transforms these pixels in pink (second type of rules).
When the counter ai bring the object a6 to the membrane
2 it is dissolved and all the elements in this membrane pass
to the membrane 1. In this membrane system eliminates the
branches of the white connected components that appear in
the image in 4 steps (types of rules 1 and 2). Then, system
reduces the size of the white connected components from four
directions: up, down, left and right (rules of types 3 to 7)
using a logarithmic number of steps respect to the size of the
digital image and proportionate to the size of the biggest white
connected component and reduce each component to only one
white pixel. The rules of type 8 to identify the connected
components and rules of type 9 to send one object C for each
component to the environment. Then, the complexity of the
problem to obtain homology group H1 of binary 2D digital
image using tissue-like P systems is O(n).
Complexity and Necessary Resources:
Taking account the size of the input data is O(n2), the
amount of necessary resources for defining the systems of our




Number of steps of a computation O(n)
Necessary Resources
Size of the alphabet 3n2 + 1
Initial number of cells 1
Initial number of objects 4n− 3
Number of rules O(n2)
Upper bound for the length of the rules 24
C. Examples
Fig. 3. Two input images to check
First, we are going to obtain the different connected com-
ponents for the images given by Figure 3.
Fig. 4. Number of black connected components of the input images
After a logarithmic number of steps respect to the input
data, the output data appears in the output cell of the system
Π1 (created to calculate the number of black connected
components). This output is given using elements codifying
the images are shown in the figure 4.
In the other way, using again a logarithmic number of
steps respect to the input data, the number of white connected
components inside of black connected components will appear
in the output cell. It is shown in figure 5 the outputs codified
by the elements that appear in the output cell for each one of
images of figure 3.
Fig. 5. Number of white holes of the input images
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have showed in this paper how we can efficiently obtain
the homological groups to 2D images using P systems. The
following steps to research are three: First, to use P systems
to obtain more homological information: homology groups,
spanning trees, homology gradient vector field. . . Until now,
this homological information is calculated using sequential
algorithms or, in the best case, partially parallel algorithms.
Then, we can use P systems in some research fields where
the homological information is so important: 2D, 3D and
4D Image, Robotic,. . . . Second, to take software simulating
P systems to check these systems and create new programs
to obtain a better solution, because the actual simulators
are learning software to help researchers to understand the
models. Finally, other possible interesting research way from
a computational point of view is to use some variants of P
systems like Tissue P systems or Spiking Neural P systems to
calculate homological information.
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